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Modernization railway bridge Genk
Extension of the rail lifetime

Frequently heard arguments for the installation of Corkelast® Embedded Rail System (ERS) on bridges are construction height
advantages and optimal vibration attenuation, which extend the life of the bridge construction.
For the current Infrabel bridge project in Genk, Belgium, there is
another important argument: ERS significantly reduces the risk of
rail fractures due to the expansion and contraction of the steel
bridge.
Installation work is progressing steadily. The bridge will be
equipped with 200 m of ERS track. The bridge is part of a major
modernization plan of the Albert Canal. Bridges will have a
greater clearance height to allow inland ships navigating safely
and smoothly.
More info? Contact our Bridge track Competence Centre

How to prevent stray current damage to LRT
track & infrastructure

Formally reported measurements to the Stray Current Working Group, show the Canberra embedded rail system continues to
prove an excellent seasonal trend. Rail-to-earth resistance results in the wet surpass 20 ohm.km, while dry conditions show
phenomenal readings in the order of 60 to 80 ohm.km.
edilon)(sedra Australia supplied the Corkelast® Embedded Rail
System (ERS). The ERS track covers 12 km of double track in total
and a depot. The Canberra Light Rail project provides convenient
access to the city centre and northern suburbs for residents and
commuters. Travellers can use a durable rail connection for many
years to come, thanks in part to the proven excellent electrical
insulation characteristics of ERS! In order to explain the theme of
stray current isolation and our system solution ERS we have made
this short animation video.

Would you like to go more deeply into this topic? Our technical
experts are eager to support you!

Click on the image to start project video
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New underground ADIF train
station for León, Spain
Low vibration attenuation rail fastening system

An appealing example of the added value services that edilon)(sedra provides in projects, is the recently opened
ADIF train station in the Spanish city of León. The Corkelast® EBS (Embedded Block System) which was installed,
realizes a very durable and low vibration attenuation rail fastening system. The design is suitable for both Spanish
and European track gauge.
In close cooperation with ADIF and its engineers, edilon)(sedra provided
vibration studies with insertion loss calculations and also advised with the
design of the slab and use of Trackelast® Slab Track Mats. The construction
was supported with installation instructions and alignment portals which
secured an accurate track geometry and performance.
We thank ADIF and their partners for this cooperation and for sharing the
video images!
More info? Contact our EBS Competence Centre

Click on the image to start project video

To measure is to know
Lowering the risks of rail breakage and buckling

Technology runs in our veins. We are continuously developing and testing our track systems, contributing to sustainable railway
infrastructure. Here you can see two appealing examples of tests on Corkelast® ERS according to the European Standard series EN
13146.

Longitudinal Stiffness Test
A Longitudinal Stiffness Test (EN 13146-1) that simulates the forces
of a train when braking. This test also proves that Corkelast® ERS
has a restraint which is significantly higher than the longitudinal rail
restraint of mechanical rail fastenings. The higher the restraint, the
lower the risks of rail breakage and buckling.

Vertical Stiffness Test
A Vertical Stiffness Test (EN 13146-9), using smart laser sensors
for fast and precise measurements of vertical and lateral rail
displacements.
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Noise & Vibration control
with Trackelast® mats
A comforting idea for the future!

New train tunnel Delft
edilon)(sedra supplied 20.000 m2 of Sub Ballast Mats (Trackelast® SBM) for train tunnel project in Delft, The Netherlands, according to
ProRail specifications. The mats ensure a durable reduction of vibration emission to buildings and objects in the vicinity of the track.

Installation of Trackelast® mats for train tunnel Delft

New tram line Casasblanca
In the bustling city of Casablanca, work is currently underway on the installation of tram line T4. In close collaboration with Colas Rail
Morocco, edilon)(sedra supplies 16.000 m2 of Slab Track Mats (Trackelast® STM) for the newly built line.
The mats, as part of the floating slabs create high elasticity tracks, providing optimal insulation of mechanical vibrations, reducing
ground and structure-borne noise and vibrations. edilon)(sedra supplies 2 types of mat designs, matching the local vibration
attenuation requirements. We are proud to be involved and share our expertise on N&V in this magnificent project!

www.edilonsedra.com

Green tracks for Mannheim Light Rail
Now just to water the track to make the grass grow!

It took round about 80 days of construction time to renew the track system of light rail line 1 which was originally
installed in 1979 between Casterfeld Straße and Neckarauer Straße. The rnv (Rhein-Neckar-Verkehr GmbH) deliberately
opted for a modern, currently very much in demand type of green track. The visual enhancement of the areas next to
the grey asphalt car lanes, as well as the sound dampening and the improved microclimate were at the forefront of the
decision for the green track.
edilon)(sedra has supplied the filler blocks for rail type 49E1,
customized to individual requirements e.g. different heights for
different track sections or applications, for a total track length of
3.800 m. The filler blocks are part of the well-known edilon)(sedra
SDS (Sound Damping System), which is made of recycled material
and 100% recyclable. All in all, a durable system for urban grass
track applications!
Advantages of edilon)(sedra grass tracks:
• Cooling effect
• Noise reduction
• Absorption of fine dust
• Reduction of the soil sealing intensity
• Biodiverse and incredibly good looking

Source: rnv GmbH, from left: Martin in der Beek (Managing Director rnv), Christian
Specht (First Mayor and ÖPNV-Head of Department Mannheim), Elke Zimmer
(MdL), Marcus Geithe (Managing Director MV Verkehr GmbH)

We are ISO 14001 certified!
Reducing our environmental impact…
We are proud that we’ve been awarded the ISO 14001
accreditation for our innovations and efforts to further reduce
our environmental impact. But our ambition goes further with
a green focus in our strategy to make a bigger contribution to
the environmental challenges our world is facing.

Just to give a few examples:
• L eadership in the research and development of completely
bio-based resins
• Fully automatic installation process of our Corkelast® elastomer
during the construction of our Embedded Rail Systems, thus
minimizing construction time and waste
• The most environmentally friendly catalysts for our 2K products
• Packaging optimization to increase product volumes
per container or truck and to use less and greener (rail)
transportation modes
• Our state-of-the-art grass track systems, for greener urban
environments

The new tram and bus stop at Gundeldingerstrasse, Basel
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Is this a movie set from the latest
James Bond blockbuster?
Wrong! What you see is the magnificent dam project in Daivões, Portugal. edilon)(sedra has recently installed the
369 m of crane rail track you see on this dam, which has been completed in partnership with MILLECASA for the
Spanish energy company IBERDROLA.
IBERDROLA needed a reliable crane rail track used for
maintenance activities at the dam. Not for nothing, our
embedded crane rail fastening system Corkelast® CRS was
chosen. The Daivões dam has a curved track layout, with radius
varying between 140 and 270 m. The crane grabs the A65 rail
head on both sides. This was another reason for choosing our
durable and water tight crane rail fastening system.

With a little imagination you can see James Bond jumping on
the crane, moving fluently with high speed over the dam...
Can we help you with your rail fastening challenge?
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